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Chapter One

Introduction

Given the mode of death of its central figure, crucifixion has been a topic of profound interest to Christians throughout the centuries. Christianity, of course, did not spread in a vacuum; rather, it was constantly in contact with the cultural pre-conceptions of the day. Hence, early Christians, proclaiming a crucified Messiah, necessarily interacted with the various perceptions of crucifixion in the ancient world.

For the contemporary scholar of early Christianity, the study of the views concerning crucifixion in antiquity can thus potentially illumine the ways in which Christianity itself developed in its understanding of the death of its central figure. Moreover, given the importance of ancient Jewish thought in the formation of early Christianity, the study of Jewish perceptions of the cross forms a necessary, if perhaps sometimes neglected, context in which to view early Christian references to the cross of Christ.

Jewish people in antiquity were frequently in contact with acts of crucifixion. For example, Josephus, in some nineteen separate accounts, numbers several thousand victims as suspended on the σταυρός (Gr. “cross”) – most of these in Judaea. Frequent references to crucifixion in rabbinic texts demonstrate this gruesome penalty to be a matter the rabbis considered a common part of life. And the rabbis sometimes defined their own teachings

---

1 The figure “nineteen” treats as single events parallel narratives in the Antiquities and in the War. This includes the Testimonium Flavianum, despite the intense debates over its authenticity. “Nineteen” also includes those events, described with σταυρός terminology, which speak of the suspension of a dead body (e.g., Ant. vi.374). For more on the semantic range of σταυρός see §2.2 below.

2 For example, in Ant. xvii.295 Josephus states that two thousand were executed by crucifixion; and he speaks of “incalculable numbers” being executed in this fashion in Bell. ii.253. Even given the famous tendency of Josephus to exaggerate numbers, one can nonetheless infer from his accounts of the Second Temple period that this form of execution was quite evident in Palestine in the first century.

3 E.g., note the way crucifixion terminology creeps into aphoristic sayings such as "" ("the last of the robbers is the first of the hanged," in Eccl. Rab. vii.37). Similarly, H. Cohn notes, “The extent of such crucifixions [in Judaea] is demonstrated by the legal rules which had to be elaborated to meet contingencies.” Cohn cites passages such as m. Yeḥam. xvi.3; m. Ohol. iii.5; and m. Šabb. vi.10; also note t. Git. vii.1; see Haim Hermann Cohn, “Crucifixion,” in Encyclopaedia Judaica, vol. 5 (Jerusalem: Keter, 1972), 1134; and chapter 2, §3.7 below.
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over against the frequent crucifixions that were so much a part of the Roman world. In this light, the study of crucifixion in the numerous references from ancient Jewish sources can help amplify themes that are important for the student of Judaism itself. Thus such an analysis of Jewish perceptions of crucifixion can also rightly be justified as helpful for the scholar of Jewish, as well as Christian, antiquity.

The first part of this book seeks inductively to draw out ancient Jewish views concerning the penalty of crucifixion through the period of the completion of the Talmuds. This work indicates that the numerous references to crucifixion in ancient Jewish literature manifest a variety of perceptions of the cross. These perceptions are often overtly negative both toward the punishment and toward the person so executed. Yet, more positive views can also be found. The second part of the book then briefly suggests how such understandings may have influenced early Christianity.

While other scholarly works have provided helpful insight into the history of crucifixion in the ancient world (and even in Palestine), the emphasis throughout this book is on perceptions of crucifixion. In what ways did Jewish people in this period perceive of crucifixion and of a crucified person? Such perceptions can include both well-developed concepts as well as the less tangible “gut-reactions”. In short, what would immediately have sprung to mind if someone learned of a person being crucified? And how did those understandings affect Christianity?

This first chapter discusses introductory matters, beginning with a brief summary of the previous scholarship on the subject. Then follows a short study of ancient crucifixion terminology. Next an overview of Jewish law and practice concerning death penalties provides necessary background for future discussion. Finally, a working methodology for this study is suggested.

1. Crucifixion and Judaism in Contemporary Research

Most extended works on crucifixion written by contemporary scholars focus on the Graeco-Roman world at large. Hence, previously there has not been a comprehensive analysis of the many crucifixion and suspension passages found within ancient Jewish literature – especially an analysis that has focused on the variety of ancient Jewish perceptions concerning this penalty.

For example, when one examines Martin Hengel’s treatise Crucifixion, perhaps the best-known book on the subject available in the English language, one notes that Professor Hengel devotes only two powerful, but all too brief,
1. Crucifixion and Judaism in Contemporary Research

pages to “Crucifixion among the Jews.” Hengel, explaining his emphasis on Gentile sources throughout this book, states: “The history of crucifixion in Judae and in the Jewish tradition really needs a separate investigation…” (p. 84). In this regard, Hengel continues the focus on Graeco-Roman analysis that is evident previously in the classic studies of crucifixion by Lipsius and Fulda. Even the important later survey by H. W. Kuhn only provides a few pages more of discussion on Jewish materials.

Many previous studies on the cross in ancient Jewish literature do not focus on the perceptions of Jews toward the penalty; rather, they tend to ask whether ancient Jewish leaders practiced crucifixion. Thus, the modern study of crucifixion in Judaism significantly advanced with the work of Ethelbert Stauffer, but Stauffer was clearly concerned about when crucifixion was first practiced by Jews in Palestine (Stauffer believed the priest Alcimus was the first to crucify fellow Jews). Later, in a carefully argued study, Stauffer’s student Ernst Bammel contended that some Jewish people would have regarded crucifixion as a legitimate method of execution. There were, however, also important voices that insisted crucifixion was never a sanctioned practice within Judaism.

In the last few decades, a significant portion of the work on crucifixion within Judaism has focused on two short passages from Qumran (4QpNah 3–5).
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4 i 6–8; 11QTemple 64:6–13). The Nahum Pesher was released first. Its intriguing line about the Lion of Wrath who “hangs men alive” led to an initial appraisal of this phrase as a reference to crucifixion. Though some discussion ensued, an appeal to Sifre Deut 221, which contains a similar phrase, appears to confirm this as a reference to crucifixion. Later, Yigael Yadin caused a sensation by suggesting that the Temple Scroll indicates that Qumran halakhah (based on Deut 21:22–23) mandated suspension as a form of execution. Based on this evidence, he asserted that the Qumranites in the Nahum Pesher actually commended the Lion of Wrath (= Alexander Jannaeus) for his use of crucifixion in opposition to the Seekers-after-Smooth-Things.

The Temple Scroll passage has naturally fascinated NT scholars, especially given Paul’s application of Deuteronomy 21:22–23 to the crucified Christ in Galatians 3:13. And Yadin’s striking interpretation of the Nahum Pesher has helped provoke even more interest in how various Jewish sects viewed crucifixion.

Many have since penned articles either agreeing or disagreeing with Yadin’s proposal. They frequently appeal to the inclusion in Targum Ruth 1:17 of הָעַלַּיִם (often translated as “hanging on a tree”) among the four accepted Jewish death penalties, taking the place of strangulation (קָנָז) in the standard rabbinic list (cf. m. Sanh. 7:1).

Many studies also note the 1968 discovery at Giv'at ha-Mivtar in the vicinity of Jerusalem of a crucified man from the first century. This discovery has been cited as evidence of crucifixion in first-century Judea, and it has also

11 Prior to its inclusion in DJD 5 (pp. 37–42), the text was first released in J. M. Allegro, “Further Light on the History of the Qumran Sect,” Journal of Biblical Literature 75 (1956): 89–95.

12 N. Wieder, “Notes on the New Documents from the Fourth Cave of Qumran,” Journal of Jewish Studies 7 (1956): 71–72; see the next section in this chapter for further discussion.

13 Y. Yadin, “Pesher Nahum (4Q pNahum) Reconsidered,” Israel Exploration Journal 21 (1971): 1–12 (on 11QTemple lxiv.6–13). Though clearly indebted to Josephus’ account of Alexander’s crucifixion of 800 Jews (Bel. i.97; Ant. xiii.380) in his historical reconstruction of 4QpNah (see p. 2), Yadin himself uses the terminology “hanging alive” and not explicitly “crucifixion.” But he does in a later comment state that he doubts Baumgarten’s contention that the sectarian would have differentiated between “hanging alive” and “crucifixion”; see Yigael Yadin, The Temple Scroll, 3 + suppl. vols. (Jerusalem: Israel Exploration Society, 1977–1983), 1:378n.


led to multiple studies on the exact methods employed during crucifixion (i.e., how would a person be positioned on the cross).\textsuperscript{16}

Drawing on this material, the one work that has presented the most methodical and comprehensive study of crucifixion in Jewish literature, an article by Luis Díez Merino,\textsuperscript{17} seeks to prove that there is pre-Mishnaic evidence that crucifixion \textit{ante-mortem} was an acceptable penalty for some Jewish groups (Sadducees and Essenes), but not for others (Pharisees). Díez Merino contends that the Qumran sectarian literature (Essene documents) contains two texts applauding crucifixion in certain cases (11QTemple 64:6–13 and 4QpNah 3–4 i 6–8). And, after an extensive analysis of targumic evidence, he holds (based on the principle that “what is anti-Mishnaic must be pre-Mishnaic”) that the targumim contain pre-Mishnaic strands of legislation that favour crucifixion (especially Targum Neofiti on Num 25:4; all the targumim on Deut 21:22–23; \textit{Tg. Ruth} 1:17; and \textit{Tg. Esth II} 9:24). Hence the tensions between Luke 24:20 and John 18:31 can be resolved when one realizes that they deal with different Jewish sects (Sadducees and Pharisees respectively). However, Díez Merino’s analysis has not gone unquestioned, with attention being paid to whether the targumic material is truly anti-Mishnaic and to whether the Qumran texts bear out his Yadin-influenced interpretation.\textsuperscript{18}

In contrast, Hengel has proposes that there was a time when even Pharisees crucified. He argues that the famous account of Simeon ben Shetah hanging eighty witches in Ashkelon (\textit{m. Sanh.} 6:4; as developed in \textit{y. Hag} 2:2 [77d–78a]; \textit{y. Sanh.} 6:9 [23c]) is actually an encoded narrative describing the Pharisaic backlash against the leadership who supported Alexander Jannaeus, who had crucified eight hundred of the Pharisees’ countrymen.\textsuperscript{19}

Roughly speaking, among modern scholars addressing these issues there are three sets of opinions concerning the legality of crucifixion within ancient


Jewish law: (1) crucifixion was upheld as a viable means of execution by certain Jewish sects (i.e., Essenes, possibly Sadducees) and rejected by others (esp. Pharisees)\(^\text{20}\); (2) crucifixion was universally rejected by all major Jewish sects – the Qumran and targumic passages either speaking to a different time,\(^\text{21}\) or to a different mode of punishment\(^\text{22}\); (3) crucifixion was accepted within ancient Jewish law at some early stage only later to be rejected by the formative rabbinic movement.\(^\text{23}\)

At times the ensuing debate was entangled with emotional issues sensitive to both Christians and Jewish people. Some articles strongly questioned the veracity of the Gospel accounts of Jewish participation in the crucifixion of Jesus.\(^\text{24}\) Other authors feared the looming spectre of anti-Semitism, so often rationalized throughout Western history by claims of Jewish participation in Jesus’ death.\(^\text{25}\) However, while the present-day social consequences of historical analysis cannot be blithely ignored, and the pure objectivity of any interpreter is philosophically dubious, one must appreciate the historiographic contribution of those who, like J. Baumgarten of Baltimore Hebrew College,


\(^{21}\) Zeitlin repeatedly argued a later date for the Qumran finds, and especially for 4QpNah; e.g., Solomon Zeitlin, “The Dead Sea Scrolls: A Travesty on Scholarship,” Jewish Quarterly Review 47 (1956–1957): 31–36 (though not directly addressing the issue of crucifixion).


\(^{24}\) In a well known article published in the same year as the Nahum Pesher, Samuel Rosenblatt argued that it was impossible that Pharisees could have been involved in the call for Jesus’ crucifixion. One of Rosenblatt’s primary arguments was that death by hanging was not an authorized form of capital punishment in Pharisaic legal practice. See Samuel Rosenblatt, “The Crucifixion of Jesus from the Standpoint of Pharisaic Law,” Journal of Biblical Literature 75 (1956): 315–321, esp. 318–20.

seek primarily to argue positions based on the indications inherent within the primary sources.\footnote{So Baumgarten carefully states, “... I do not take *tlh* to mean ‘to hang’ [as opposed to ‘to crucify’] because I find crucifixion repugnant to Jewish law, but rather because crucifixion, in my view, does not harmonize with the indications of the Qumran texts and the other pertinent sources.” See Baumgarten, “Hanging,” 15\textsuperscript{n}10.}

In any case, noticeably lacking among all the works surveyed above is a thoroughgoing attempt to provide a broad-based study of the many perceptions of crucifixion in the various ancient Jewish corpora. These studies have almost invariably focused on the historical issue of whether Jewish people in the time of Christ practiced crucifixion.\footnote{A rare exception is Thornton’s brief essay treating the impact of Jewish conceptions of crucifixion associated with the book of Esther on later Christian writers; T. C. G. Thornton, “The Crucifixion of Haman and the Scandal of the Cross,” *Journal of Theological Studies* n.s., 37 (1986): 419–26.} Certainly any study of the perceptions within ancient Judaism with regard to crucifixion necessarily includes whether or not it was viewed as an acceptable Jewish penalty. Thus, this issue will occasionally be in the background of the present work (see esp. §3 below). However, this study concentrates on what Jewish people in the Second Temple and early rabbinc periods would have thought when they saw, or heard about, a crucified person. A sustained treatment of all facets of the evidence directed toward this particular issue has yet to appear.

2. Crucifixion Terminology

This section offers some preliminary comments concerning the terminology most often used to designate crucifixion events. Probably in large part due to the impact of centuries of Christian art and symbols, the English term “crucifixion” typically designates the execution of a living person on a cross (particularly one shaped like †).\footnote{E.g., cf. *Oxford English Dictionary*, vol. 2, (1933), s.v.; by extension the term can also refer metaphorically to torture or anguish, and to the mortification of sin, desires, etc.} “Crucifixion” has become a technical term for a very specific and gruesome form of capital punishment. Similar connotations are seen in the German Kreuzigung, the French crucifixion and crucifiction, and the Spanish crucifixión. This is significant to recognize here because these are the languages in which, along with English, appear the most important recent writings on ancient Jewish views of crucifixion. However, ancient Hebrew, Greek, and Latin terminology is, to varying degrees, more flexible. This section elaborates this point, along with noting some pertinent lexical debates for the study of Jewish sources on crucifixion.
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2.1 Latin Terminology

The English terminology has roots in the Latin verb *crucifigo* (the dative of *crux* with the verb *figo*, often written separately; cf. also *cruci affigo*) – “to fasten to a *crux*.” A *crux* was a wooden instrument of execution upon which a person was suspended.\(^{29}\) Other terms may be used to refer to the victim (e.g., *cruciarius*)\(^ {30}\) or to indicate verbally the action of crucifixion (e.g., *crucio* in ecclesiastical Latin).\(^ {31}\) It is common for modern authors to distinguish four shapes of crosses: *crux immissa* (shaped like †), *crux commissa* (T), the Greek cross (†+), and the *crux decussata* or St. Andrew’s cross (X).\(^ {32}\) The crossbar of the *crux*, a kind of yoke, is sometimes designated a *patibulum*\(^ {33}\). Criminals can also be spoken of as being fixed to a pole/stake (*palus, sudis*) or to a piece of wood (*lignum*\(^ {34}\)).

However, even the so-called technical terminology could give the misleading impression that execution via the *crux* had only a limited range of shapes and practices. A well-known quote from Seneca indicates otherwise: "Video istic cruces non unius quidem generis sed aliter ab aliis fabricatas: capite quidam conversos in terram suspendere, alii per obscena stipitem egerunt, alii brachia patibulo explicuerunt." ("I see there crosses, not merely of one kind, but fashioned differently by others: a certain one suspends [a


\(^{30}\) *Cruciarius* can also be used adjectivally in reference to “tortured.” Ecclesiastical Latin could employ *crucifer* for the victim and *crucifixor* for the executioner.

\(^{31}\) "Only in eccl. Latin" according to Lewis & Short, *Latin Dictionary*, s.v. The semantic range of *crucio* also encompasses "to torment, torture."


\(^{33}\) However, note that *patibulum*, at least by the seventh century CE, can designate a "gallows" for hanging as opposed to a "cross-bar" (Isidore, *Etymologia* v.27.34). The term can also indicate a forked prop for vines, or a bar for fastening a door. Related adjectives are *patibulatus*, and *patibulatus*.

person] with his head upside down towards the ground, others impale a stake through the sexual organs, others extend the arms by a yoke [\textit{patibulum}]."")

35 Understanding the three clauses beginning with \textit{capite} as explications of "\textit{video istic cruces...}", then even impaling of the genitals on a \textit{stipes} ("tree, branch") can be considered affixing to a \textit{crux}. That Seneca distinguished what he "saw" from any possible expectations to a unity of appearances of the cross ("\textit{non unius quidem generis}") may show both (1) that under the Romans in this time execution on the cross tended to follow a fairly common routine, and (2) that there could be significant exceptions that are designated by the same terminology.\textsuperscript{36} Indeed the affixing of a dead body to a \textit{crux} could also be described as crucifixion in Latin (cf. Pliny, \textit{Nat. Hist.} xxxvi.107).\textsuperscript{37}

Thus a variety of words could be used to speak of crucifixion, and even the most technical Latin terms could refer to the suspension of humans in ways only vaguely resembling execution on a \textit{crux immissa} (†). This relative flexibility in terminology is all the more obvious in the extant Greek sources.

2.2 Greek Terminology

The familiar New Testament terms for the crucifixion of Jesus include the verbs \textit{σταυρώω} (46 times, though not all of Jesus), \textit{συσταυρώω} (5 times),\textsuperscript{38} and \textit{ἀνασταυρώω} (in Heb 6:6), as well as the noun \textit{σταυρός}. Also NT authors speak of the event with \textit{προσπήγνυμι} ("to affix"; in Acts 2:23)\textsuperscript{39} or with the passive of \textit{κρεμάννυμι} and \textit{ἐπὶ κεφαλής} ("to hang upon a tree"; cf. Acts 5:30; 10:39; Gal 3:13).\textsuperscript{40} Combining this terminology with that in

\textsuperscript{35} Seneca, \textit{De Consolatione ad Marciam} xx.3. Text from John W. Basore, \textit{Seneca Moral Essays}, 3 vols., LCL (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard, 1965), 2:68. The translation here is mine. Basore translates \textit{cruces} as "instruments of torture" (\textit{Moral Essays}, 2:69); however, although this is a possible translation of \textit{crux} in some circumstances, note that here the three postures Seneca lists all indicate a death by suspension, and note that Seneca distinguishes these three from the expectation that the \textit{cruces} he sees are not of a single kind (implying that a \textit{crux} was normally in his reader's mind associated with a particular form of execution, rather than a more generic term for an "instrument of torture"). Cf. Hengel, \textit{Crucifixion}, 25.

\textsuperscript{36} Note also in this regard: Tacitus, \textit{Annals} xv.44.4 (the Christians are pinned to crosses and set on fire – though the textual issues here are significant); see Erich Koestermann et al., \textit{Cornellii Taciti libri qui supersunt}, 2 vols., Bibliotheca scriptorum Graecorum et Romanorum Teubneriana (Leipzig: Teubner, 1965–1986).

\textsuperscript{37} Pliny describes this situation as unique, but that may well refer to post-mortem suspension in cases of suicide.

\textsuperscript{38} This term may be a NT neologism, since a search of TLG and PHI 7 only surfaced 136 uses – all NT or post-NT Christian authors.

\textsuperscript{39} Also \textit{προσπήγνυμι} αὐτὸ τῷ σταυρῷ ("nailing it [the χειρόγραφον] to the cross") in Col 2:14.

\textsuperscript{40} Depending on the context, \textit{κρεμάννυμι} alone can refer to a crucified person (see Luke 23:39). Also note the use of \textit{ξύλου} by itself in Acts 13:29 and in 1 Pet 2:24 to designate the cross; this usage may be relevant to Luke 23:31 as well. Wilcox has suggested a Christian
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Lucian’s *Prometheus* and in other works of Greek antiquity, several more words surface that, in context, can designate a crucifixion event: particularly ἀνασκολοπίζω (verb) and σκόλως (noun), and including verbs such as ἀνακρεμάννυμι, κατακλείω, καταπήγνυμι, πῆγνυμι, προσηλώ, and προστατελεύω (= προπεπασαλεύω).

Nevertheless, in Greek it is rare for the semantic range of any single term to be confined to “crucifixion.” For example, a σταυρός appears originally to have referred to an upright pole. Thus a σταυρός can be a stake in a σταυρωμα (“palisade”; e.g., Thucydides, *Hist.* vi.100) as well as a pole on which a person is impaled or crucified. Hence it naturally follows that both ἀνασταυρός and σταυρός can refer to the building of stockades as well as to the setting up of poles (especially for the purpose of suspending people on σταυροί). Elsewhere a σταυρός can be used as a place of scourging, with the death following from some other method.

A σκόλως likewise generally refers to “anything pointed” (Liddell & Scott, s.v.), including pales, stakes, thorns, a point of a fishhook, and (in the plural) a palisade. And similarly, the cognate verb ἀνασκολοπίζω need not exclusively refer to “fix on a pole or a stake, impale.”

---

41 dependence on Deut 21:22–23 in the application of ξύλον to the cross of Jesus (see below chapter 7, §6); cf. Wilcox, “Upon the Tree,” 85–99.


43 Other palisade terminology is likewise related to the σταυρό- root (e.g., ἀποσταυρό, διασταυρό, περισταυρό, προσταυρό, προσταυρό, σταυρός) – most terms can be conveniently witnessed in Thucydides, some also occurring in later historians such as Polybius and Dionysius of Halicarnassus.

44 Nairne has briefly contended that ἀνασταυροφοῦν is good Greek for ‘crucify,’ ‘impale,’ whereas σταυροφοῦν, which is always used elsewhere in the N.T. [i.e., outside Hebrews], meant in the classical period ‘make a palisade’; see A. Nairne, *The Epistle to the Hebrews*, CGTC (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1922), 67. In fact, σταυρόφοῦν in the Hellenistic period was widely used for “crucify”; see, for example, Polybius (*Hist.* i.86.4), Strabo (*Geog.* xiv.1.39), Lucian (*Prom.* 1, 10 – parallel w/ ἀνασταυροφοῦν and ἀνασκολοπίζω) and Josephus (*Ant.* xvii.295; xix.94; cf. ii.77, which is parallel with ἀνασταυροφοῦν in ii.73).

45 See Dio Cassius (*Roman History* xix.22.6), where the Jewish king Antigonus is flogged by the Romans while tied to a σταυρός, and is later slain.

46 This is the only definition given in Liddell and Scott, s.v. In fact, it does cover the majority of instances in Greek literature. However, compare ἀνασκολοπίζω in Aquila’s translation of Isa 36:2 and 40:3; see Joseph Ziegler, *Isaias*, Septuaginta (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht).
However, the “fundamental” references to an upright pole in σταυρός and its cognates, and to pointy objects in σκόλως and its cognates, does not rightly imply such that terminology in antiquity, when applied to crucifixion, invariably referred to a single upright beam. This is a common word study fallacy in some populist literature. In fact, such terminology often referred in antiquity to cross-shaped crucifixion devices. For example, Lucian, in a brief dialogue that employs most Greek crucifixion vocabulary, refers to the “crucifixion” of Prometheus, whose arms are pinned while stretched from one rock to another. Such a cross-shaped crucifixion position in the Roman era may actually have been the norm; nevertheless, the point to be sustained at this stage is that this position was not the only one to be designated with these Greek terms.

In addition to recognizing the broader semantic ranges of these terms, it is helpful to note that different authors prefer certain terminology. Thus, while Philo knows σταυρός as a “cross” (see Flacc. 72, 84; contrast σταυροί as fortifications in Agr. 11; Spec. Leg. iv.229), he does not use the cognate verb ἀνασταυρόω, preferring instead ἀνασκολοπίζω. Josephus, on the other hand, employs only ἀνασταυρόω and σταυρόω but never ἀνασκολοπίζω. Hengel contends that in the Classical period Herodotus utilized ἀνασταυρόω and ἀνασκολοπίζω with different nuances from one another (ἀνασκολοπίζω of the suspension of living men and ἀνασταυρόω of dead men), but that after Herodotus these two verbs become synonymous. Such a picture may require some more nuance, but it is certainly the case that after Herodotus some

hoeck & Ruprecht (1939), 249, 266. Also note that Field (Origenis Hexaplorum, 2:500) indicates a use of ἀνασκολοπίζομαι in Symmachus (as well as Aquila) on Isa 36:2.

Thus, falling prey to the etymological fallacy, some assume that σταυρός can only designate a single upright pole, as does W. E. Vine, An Expository Dictionary of New Testament Words, 4 vols. (London: Oliphants, 1939), s.v. This error is often found in Jehovah’s Witnesses literature. The diachronic study of these terms likely might sustain the possibility that the earliest means of penal bodily suspension involved single pointed poles, and hence was associated with the σταυρ- and the σκολο- stems. However, later (at least by the time of early Roman military incursions into Anatolia) suspension devices developed other shapes, while the terminology remained attached to all such bodily suspensions.


Most often Philo employs ἀνασκολοπίζομαι to clearly refer to a means of death: e.g., Post. 61 (οἱ ἀνασκολοπιομένοι άμφι ταύτην); and also Flacc. 84 (ζυγίζει σταυρολύπεσθαι προσέπεσθαι). See also Dion Chrysostom, Oraciones xvii.15; and multiple references in Lucian (esp. Prom. 2, 7, 10; Pis. 2; Philops. 29). Also likely Polybius Hist. x.33.8; Dionysius of Halicarnassus, Antiq. Rom. v.51.3.

This phenomena was already noticed by Hengel, Crucifixion, 24 [repr. 116].

Concerning Herodotus, the instance in Hist. vi.30 (τὸ μὲν αὐτὸς σῶμα αὐτοῦ ταῦτα ἀνασταυρόσαν) is at least ambiguous (similarly with many of Herodotus’ uses of

---
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authors use the terms interchangeably and that both verbs can designate acts of crucifixion (even in the narrow English sense of the word).\textsuperscript{52} The sources testify at times to a variety of means of suspending a person from a σταυρός. For example, Josephus reports the monstrous incident of the Roman soldiers who “out of rage and hatred amused themselves by nailing their prisoners in different postures,” affixing them to σταυροί.\textsuperscript{53} Roughly contemporary to Josephus is the use of σταυρός in the account by Plutarch concerning Parysatis (mother of Artaxerxes): “ἐγχειρίσασα τοὺς ἐπὶ τῶν τιμωρίων προσιτέσσεν ἐκδείρα ζώντα, καὶ τὸ μὲν σῶμα πλάγιον διὰ τριῶν σταυρῶν ἀναπήκτιε, τὸ δὲ δέρμα χωρὶς διαπαταλεύσα.” (\textit{Ant.} xii.5).\textsuperscript{54} Perhaps most importantly, there is often ambiguity in crucifixion and suspension accounts as to whether the person is being suspended before or after death. So Josephus, while most often utilizing ἀνασταυρώσας to indicate a means of execution,\textsuperscript{55} can also say that the Philistines “crucified” the \textit{dead} bodies of Saul and his sons “to the walls of the city of Bethshan” (\textit{Ant.} vi.374; τὰ δὲ σώματα ἀνασταυρώσασα πρὸς τὰ τείχη τῆς Βηθσανίν πόλεως). Thus

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{52}E.g., Lucian (second century CE) uses ἀνασκολοπίζω, ἀνασταυρώσας and σταυρώσας interchangeably to refer to the crucifixion of Prometheus (\textit{Prom.} 1, 2, 4, 7, 10, 15, 17).


\textsuperscript{54}...she put the eunuch in the hands of the executioners, who were ordered to flay him alive, to set up his body slantwise on three stakes [τριῶν σταυρῶν], and to nail up his skin to a fourth.” Text and translation from Bernadotte Perrin, \textit{Plutarch’s Lives}, 11 vols., LCL (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1914–1926), 11:167.

\textsuperscript{55}Note especially \textit{Vita} 420–21, where the three crucified individuals are removed from the cross at Josephus’ request (one of them survives). Also see \textit{Ant.} xi.267 (καὶ κελεύει παραχώμα αὐτῶν ἐκ ἑκάτων τοῦ σταυροῦ κραμαθέντα ἄσθανεν); xii.256 (ζώντες ἐτι καὶ ἐμπνεύστης ἀνασταυρηθέντα); and xiii.380 (= \textit{Bell.} i.97); most likely also \textit{Ant.} xix.94; \textit{Bell.} iii.321. In other situations in Josephus the context is not necessarily determinative as to whether the σταυρός was the means of death, though often it is possible to assume so.
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hanging a dead body on a pole (or, in the case above, in a similar fashion to a wall) may be associated terminologically for Josephus with the hanging of a live person for the purpose of execution. This fluidity of σταυρός terminology also appears in other Greek authors (especially in Polybius and Plutarch). In fact, most often our sources do not present us with clear contextual indicators that would allow us to decide in any one text which manner of penalty is projected. For example, are the criminals’ dead bodies being impaled, or are they being nailed alive to a cross in Philo Spec. Leg. iii.151–52?

In part, this calls for the interpreter to be sensitive to matters of personal and regional lexical style. But it is quite conceivable, especially when considering the ἀνάσταυρος word group, that the fundamental distinction within the terms is not “crucifixion vs. other post-mortem suspensions,” but rather “suspension of persons vs. suspension of other objects.” Crucifixion represents a subset of the larger conceptuality of human bodily suspension. In fact, many (if not most) of the concepts in a Greek-speaking audience concerning human suspension (both as a means to and as a subsequent penalty after death) may come into play when that same audience hears of an act of crucifixion.

2.3 Hebrew, Aramaic, and Syriac Terminology

While Hebrew and Aramaic are distinct languages, it is still reasonable to treat them together in our discussion of terminology. Naturally, both are part of the larger family of Semitic languages. More importantly, there appear significant similarities in usage between Hebrew and Aramaic in words from roots such as itl (cf. Aramaic ʿty and ʿtl) and ʿtbr. Further, Syriac terminology originated from Aramaic. Thus the following section analyzes crucifixion terminology from these three languages – noting both continuities and discontinuities between them.

---

56 In his Polycrates account, Herodotus certainly represents ἀνάσταυρος as a penalty post mortem (Hist. iii.125), though later authors understood this same event as death by crucifixion; see Hengel, Crucifixion, 24n. (repr. 116n.). Note the mention in Philo, Prov. ii.24–25 = Eusebius, Praep. viii.14.24–25; see Karl Mras, Eusebius Werke Achter Band: Die Praeparatio Evangelica, 2 vols., GCS 43,1 (Berlin: Akademie-Verlag, 1954), 1:468–69. However, the Armenian version varies here; cf. F. H. Colson et al., Philo, 10 (+ 2 suppl.) vols., LCL (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1929–1962), 9:543–44. Polybius clearly reports the crucifixion of both the living (Hist. i.86.6, employing σταυρός) and the dead (Hist. v.54.6–7; viii.21.3 – both ἀνάσταυρος). Most notable is how Plutarch can use ἀνάσταυρος both for the suspension of a dead body (Tim. xxii.8; Cleom. xxxix.1 [cf. xxxviii.2]) and for a means of execution (Caes. ii.7; cf. σταυρός in De sera numinis vindicta 554B; also note, since listing no other mode of death, the uses of ἀνάσταυρος in Fab. vi.3; Alex. lxxii.3; Ant. lxxi.1; De Garrulitate 508F–509A).
2.3.1 TLH and §LB

Ancient Hebrew and Aramaic literature often denotes bodily suspension of a person after (and sometimes before) death with the Hebrew phrase מִלֶּחֶד (in Aramaic with the corresponding לֶחֶד or אֲלֶחֶד) and with the Hebrew and Aramaic verbal root בָּלַח. Jastrow notes that the device on which a person is suspended is designated by the nominal cognates of בָּלַח in Hebrew (בָּלָח) and Aramaic (אֲלָח), and that the suspension itself may be signified by Hebrew בַּלָח and Aramaic אֲלָח. However scholars debate whether these terms and phrases by themselves can typically designate, beyond mere bodily suspension, an act of “crucifixion” in the limited sense of the English word.

For example, when the Qumran Nahum Pesher was published, there was some discussion as to whether מִלֶּחֶד מַעַלּוֹי הַלְּטַיָּרָה ("who hangs men alive") in 4QpNah 3–4 i 7 was a reference to crucifixion. However, most


58 Jastrow defines the verb מַעַלּוֹי in both Hebrew and Aramaic as “to hang, impale”; see Marcus Jastrow, A Dictionary of the Targumim, the Talmud Babli and Yerushalmi, and the Midrashic Literature, 2 vols. (New York: Pardes, 1950), s.v. However, Sokoloff more specifically understands the Aramaic term as signifying “to impale, crucify”; see Sokoloff, Dictionary, s.v. Cf. Modern Hebrew, which signifies “to crucify” with מַעַלּוֹי and indicates the cross or a crucifix by מַעַלּוֹי; see Reuben Alcalay, The Complete Hebrew-English Dictionary (Tel-Aviv/Jerusalem: Massadah, 1965), s.v.

59 Jastrow (Dictionary, s.v.), indicates “stake, gallows” as definitions for מַעַלּוֹי (also, in a separate entry, “impaled, hanging”). Jastrow provides similar definitions for מַעַלּוֹי, and for the Aramaic אֲלָח (variant מַעַלּוֹי). For מַעַלּוֹי and מַעַלּוֹי Jastrow lists “impaling, hanging.” However, here again Sokoloff is more specific in defining מַעַלּוֹי as the “pole for crucifixion” (Dictionary, p. 465).

60 Doubts against a crucifixion understanding of the phrase מִלֶּחֶד מַעַלּוֹי הַלְּטַיָּרָה have been unfairly associated with the name of H. H. Rowley; see the remarks by Wieder, (“Notes,” 71); and Baumgarten (“TLH in the Temple Scroll,” 478n.). Actually, Rowley states that, based on the versional renderings of OT passages that use מִלֶּחֶד, this phrase may possibly be a reference to crucifixion but the lexical data alone cannot limit the term מִלֶּחֶד to this meaning. Rowley himself, however, also contends that the “…horror caused by such action suggests that it was some non-Jewish form of death, and this elevates the possibility that crucifixion is meant into a probability”; see H. H. Rowley, “4QpNahum and the Teacher of Righteousness,” Journal of Biblical Literature 75 (1956): 190–91.
rightly favour a crucifixion understanding of the Nahum Pesher phrase, due to the comparison of this phrase with a similar idiom also found in Sifre Deut 221 (‘יִכְבּוּ הָזֵי לְתוֹלֵדָם אַלִיתָה’ ‘is it possible they hung him alive?’), which itself is explicated in important manuscripts by הֵדַרְךָ שֶׁהָבַלָּמְתָה עַמָּה (“in the manner which the [Roman] government does”).

On another matter, H. Cohn argues that, while הָבַל in Hebrew designates “to crucify,” in Aramaic הָבַל means “to hang.” He bases this on the etymologies of the two words, which he claims are different – the Hebrew is derived from the Hebrew root "שֶׁלֶב ("blv), which he defines as “fixing or bracing wooden planks or beams together,” while the Aramaic comes from the Assyrian dalabu (glossed as “causing pain or distress”).

It is surprising that Cohn can argue a strong distinction between two identical consonantal terms used in such similar contexts in two languages with such a long history of intermingling. The spectre of the etymological fallacy suggests itself. Also, the etymologies he provides are striking for the improbable consonantal shifts required (ך to ב in Hebrew; and Assyrian ß to Aramaic ך). Rather, Baumgarten’s proposal that הָבַל is related to the

61 So Wieder, “Notes,” 71–72. Zeitlin, having erroneously stated on the basis of a “minor midrash” concerning Judith that the phrase “to hang alive” in 4QpNah was an expression “coined in the Middle Ages,” uses this as evidence for a very late date to the Nahum Pesher; see Zeitlin, “DSS: Trystesty,” 33–34. Upon Wieder’s publication of the Sifre Deut 221 evidence to the contrary (see Wieder, “Notes,” 71–72), both Zeitlin and Wieder crossed swords concerning whether the omission of the phrase מִי מָכָל מָרְעָה עַמָּה in the Vienna edition of the Sifre changes matters; see S. Zeitlin, “The Phrase מִי מָכָל מָרְעָה עַמָּה,” Journal of Jewish Studies 8 (1957): 117–18; N. Wieder, “Rejoinder,” Journal of Jewish Studies 8 (1957): 119–21. The textual issue in the Sifre is discussed below in chapter 3, §4.7; but for now observe that מִי מָכָל מָרְעָה עַמָּה occurs in all manuscripts of the Sifre (thus undermining Zeitlin’s Medieval thesis in any event) and note that the manuscript evidence for the phrase “as the [Roman] government does” is significant.

62 Haim Cohn, The Trial and Death of Jesus (New York: Ktav, 1977), 209. The same claim is found in the earlier Hebrew version of this book; thus see Haim Cohn, יִכְבּוּ הָזֵי לְתוֹלֵדָם אַלִיתָה (Tel Aviv: Dvir, 1968), 132–33. For the etymology from the Hebrew root "םל ("šelô, Cohn relies on Elieser Ben-Yehuda and Naphtali H. Tur-Sinai, Thesaurus Totius Hebraitatis et Veteris et Recentioris (= תְּשָׁרָאוס תְּוָתִיוּס הָבְרְיאַיָּיִיס וּכְבוֹדֶה וְרֵמוֹנְיָה), 16 vols. (Jerusalem: Hemda, 1908–1959), 11:5482. Actually Ben-Yehuda is more cautious than Cohn (stating "םל: הלא "םל") and, more significantly, Ben-Yehuda draws an explicit connection between the Hebrew הָבַל and its Aramaic counterpart ("םל: הלא "םל") (see p. 5482n.).

63 Descriptions of typical consonantal shifts with these consonants (and their relationships to “proto-Semitic”) can be found in: Carl Brockelmann, Grundriss der vergleichenden Grammatik der semitischen Sprachen, 2 vols. (Berlin: Von Reuther & Reichard, 1908/1913), 1:128–36, 170–173, 234–35; or more cursorily in Sabatino Moscati et al., An Introduction to the Comparative Grammar of the Semitic Languages: Phonology and Morphology, ed. Sabatino Moscati, PLO, n.s. 6 (Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1964), 31–37. These standard works fail to support the consonantal shifts that Cohn proposes. Brockelmann notes the shift of Aramaic šilb to Persian چالپ (meaning “Kreuz”) in Grundriss, 1:208 (also in his Lexicon Syriacum, 303).
Chapter One: Introduction

Assyrian *silbu* ("a crosswise arrangement [of bandages or wood]") seems more worthy of consideration. Even more detrimental to Cohn’s belief is the evidence of the Aramaic sections in the midrashim where Aramaic **כְלֶבֶּשׁ** clearly designates crucifixion. Further, Cohn’s subsequent discussion about **כְלֶבֶּשׁ** in the Nahum Pesher is misplaced, since the term in the Pesher is **כְּלֵבָשׁ** and not **כְּלֶבֶּשׁ**. Thus, Cohn’s strong separation between Aramaic and Hebrew **כְּלֶבֶּשׁ** must be rejected.

However, in a meticulously argued article, J. Baumgarten contends that the phrase **וָיִּתְנֶהוּ נְצָרָה לֹא וַתְּגַלְּפֶּהוּ** ("and you shall hang him on the tree and he shall die") in the Qumran Temple Scroll does not refer to death by crucifixion, but to execution by hanging on a noose. Baumgarten’s essay essentially combines (1) an assertion that hanging on a noose was an accepted means of execution in Second Temple Judaism (and signified by both **כְָּלֶבֶּשׁ** and **כְָּלֶבֶּשׁ**) with (2) an argument that **כְָּלֶבֶּשׁ** by itself could not designate crucifixion for the Qumran community (and hence must refer to hanging from a noose). Because Baumgarten’s thesis involves several issues of lexical semantics, his arguments are worth reviewing:

(1) Targum Ruth 1:17, which lists **כְָּלֶבֶּשׁ** קָרֵס as a form of capital punishment, does so in the place of execution by strangulation (**כְָּוָּלֶבֶּשׁ**), in the standard rabbinic list, thus indicating that hanging from a noose is intended in this use of **כְָּלֶבֶּשׁ** (pp. 473–74).

---

64 Baumgarten, “TLH in the Temple Scroll,” 474. The definition is from CAD 16, p. 187 (which Baumgarten also cites). However, other lexicons are less certain of the meaning of the term *silbu* (cf. AHW 3, p. 1100). Further, etymological relationships with its more frequent relatives (cf. *salāpu* in CAD 16, p. 71) would probably also need to be explored before affirming Baumgarten’s proposal. Diez Merino remarks that the known occurrence of *silb* in the Punic dialect (see RES, vol. 1, no. 125) is not certain enough to contribute significantly to the etymological debate (“Suplicio,” p. 32). Z. Harris suggests the Punic term might designate “impale on a razor” – see Zellig S. Harris, *A Grammar of the Phoenician Language*, AOS 8 (New Haven: American Oriental Society, 1936), 141. Concerning the Punic word, Hoftijzer and Jongeling are even more cautious when they suggest “to impale?” (highly uncert. interpretation) on the strength of the usage of *silb* in Hebrew and Aramaic; see J. Hoftijzer and K. Jongeling, *Dictionary of the North-West Semitic Inscriptions*, 2 vols., HdO I.21 (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1995), 2:967.


66 Cohn, “Trial,” 210–11. Cohn’s lack of awareness of the Hebrew manuscript of 4QpNah is all the more obvious in the earlier Hebrew edition of Cohn’s book (תהלים, p. 133) where his reference to the Pesher Nahum citation varies wildly from the actual text.


68 Also supported by an appeal to one MS of Targum Ruth, which reads **ברָּשׁיָּא הָרָּבָּר** (“the strangulation of the scarf”) in the place of **כְָּלֶבֶּשׁ קָרֵס** (MS De Rossi 31). Baumgarten seems to imply that, since **כְָּלֶבֶּשׁ** is the normal rendering of **כְָּוָּלֶבֶּשׁ** in the Targumim (p. 474), this Aramaic evidence may be relevant to the Hebrew expression as well.
2. Crucifixion Terminology

(2) That hanging from a noose was seen as a legitimate variant of strangulation is borne out by the use of הָלִיָּה in the suicide account of Jakum (=Jakim) of Zeroroth, who hangs himself from a pole to produce strangulation (Gen. Rab. 65:22; Mdr. Psa. 11:7). Baumgarten also claims similar support from Simeon b. Sheta's hanging of eighty witches in Ashkelon (לֶחֶם in m. Sanh. 6:4; אֲנִי הָנָּה in y. Hag 2:2 [78a]; עַלְפָּתַן in y. Sanh. 6:9 [23c]).

(3) The essence of crucifixion, as practiced by the Romans, was “the deliberate protraction of torture” combined with the disgrace of leaving the body unburied. But, since this contravenes the command to bury the executed person within the day (Deut 21:22–23) – a command explicitly known and kept by the Qumran community (11QTemple lxiv.11–12) – the Qumranites could not have envisioned their law to execute someone by “hanging him on the tree” as involving crucifixion. Rather this Qumran legislation must have involved a more instant means of death, such as by strangulation on a noose.

(4) Most significantly, both the Qumran community and the rabbis addressed crucifixion as the act of “hanging men alive” (יַלְתִּי אֶת הָנָּה in 4QpNah 3–4 i 7; also line 8 [ןַיְלַתִי אֶת הָנָּה]; cf. Sifre Deut 221 יַלְתִּי אֶת הָנָּה). The need for the explication “alive” demonstrates that “…tlh by itself did not signify impalement on a cross, but a form of execution resulting in immediate death” (p. 478).

(5) Contrary to Yadin’s contention, it is unlikely that 4QpNah 3–4 i 6–8 reflects a positive affirmation of the Lion of Wrath’s crucifixion of the Seekers-after-Smooth-Things.

Although Baumgarten’s article focuses on the use of הָנָּה at Qumran, his work leaves the clear impression that הָנָּה nowhere means “to crucify” apart from the technical phraseology produced when it is combined with “alive” (יִלְתַּי or יַלְתִּי). He does allow that הָנָּה in the biblical Esther narratives may be a reference to impalement on a pole, but these instances do not amount to evidence that this was a legal punishment in Jewish law (pp. 476–77).

69 Baumgarten (p. 474) notes a similar account to that of Jakim in the execution of Balaam as recorded in b. Sanh. 106b. As indirectly acknowledged in Baumgarten’s footnote 12, the major contribution to Baumgarten’s argument in the Balaam traditions actually comes in Rashi’s medieval commentary on the Bavli here (esp. note מִלְיַה). The evidence from Ginzing that Baumgarten cites in his footnote 12 does not help his case.

70 Baumgarten (p. 476) also cites Büchler’s references to execution by hanging in the Ben Stada accounts (b. Sanh. 67a – in uncensored manuscripts), and to the renderings of יִלְתַּי (in Num 25:4; 2 Sam 21:6, 9, 13) in Sifre Num. 131 and b. Sanh. 35a.

71 Note that Baumgarten, without evidence, inferentially rules out any means of hastening the death of the victim by a coup de grâce such as the breaking of the legs of the victims (pp. 477–78). But, since John 19:31–33 portrays such a procedure without explaining its efficacy to the readers, such a coup de grâce likely was known in the Mediterranean world. Some have also pointed to such a procedure in the early reports of the archaeological evidence from Giv’at ha-Mivtar, but later assessments have not confirmed that this crucified man’s legs were intentionally broken; see Joseph Zias and Eliezer Sekeles, “The Crucified Man from Giv’at ha-Mivtar: A Reappraisal,” Israel Exploration Journal 35 (1985): 24–25 (see chapter 2, §3.6 below).

72 Section 2.4 below on 4QpNah in chapter 2 examines Baumgarten’s arguments for point five.
In a later article Baumgarten clarifies his understanding of the semantic range of בָּלָם: he allows a few instances where בָּלָם does refer to crucifixion, but maintains that the targumic usage of בָּלָם signifies hanging and not crucifixion (pp. 8*–9*). Those uses of בָּלָם in Syriac, Mandaic, and Christian Palestinian Aramaic (which use the term to signify “crucifixion”) are dominated by Christian theological assertions, and are thus not relevant when examining בָּלָם in targumic Aramaic (p. 8*). Furthermore, the targumic passages that use בָּלָם reflect standard rabbinic interpretations of those biblical passages – thus showing that the targumim did not contravene the standard rabbinic understanding of bodily suspension (i.e., that crucifixion is not a viable means of execution; p. 9*).

An article by D. J. Halperin portrays an almost entirely opposite view from that of Baumgarten, since Halperin holds that בָּלָם generally designates crucifixion. Halperin emphasizes the evidence of Syriac, Mandaic, and Christian Palestinian Aramaic with regard to בָּלָם (pp. 37–38). He also contends that בָּלָם in the targumim is only used in reference to the penal bodily suspension of humans either living or dead (p. 38). And Halperin, noting certain rabbinic Hebrew uses of בָּלָם and its cognates that clearly denote crucifixion in the rabbinic writings (38n.), argues that the Esther Targumim “plainly intend” crucifixion in their use of בָּלָם (p. 39). Finally, he contends that there are places in rabbinic Hebrew where בָּלָם actually replaces בָּלָם as a term for crucifixion, thus showing that the meturgeman could very well have thought that בָּלָם in the biblical texts referred to a form of punishment implying “crucifixion or something resembling it” (on this basis בָּלָם, a term normally designating crucifixion, was extended to include post-mortem suspension). With this argumentation Halperin states:

One gathers that the primary meaning of Targumic selab – meaning that surfaces when the writers are composing freely and without the restrictions imposed by the Hebrew text – is crucifixion…. There is no evidence that the verb is ever used for hanging by the neck. In Targ. Ruth 1:17, where a form of execution is obviously designated, the burden of proof rests heavily upon the scholar who would see in selibat qesa anything other than crucifixion (pp. 39–40).

73 See Baumgarten, “Hanging,” pp. 8* (on t. Sanh. 9.7) and 9* (esp. note 15, citing m. Yebam. 16:3).
75 Halperin does allow that the Samaritan Targum, unlike the other targumic traditions, uses בָּלָם to render the biblical בָּלָם uniformly (“Crucifixion,” 38n.), even where not speaking of human bodily suspension (he notes Deut 28:66). Baumgarten seizes on Halperin’s admitted exception in the Samaritan Targum, noting that thus בָּלָם is used “…even where the verb does not pertain to execution” (Baumgarten, “Hanging,” 8*).
76 Halperin, “Crucifixion,” 39–40. He cites t. Sanh. 9.7 (בָּלָם) and “its parallel” in b. Sanh. 46b (בָּלָם) as his example of בָּלָם replacing בָּלָם in denoting crucifixion.
How ought one arbitrate between the lexical studies of Baumgarten and Halperin? Of all modern authors Baumgarten has certainly presented the best lexical arguments so far for limiting the range of הָלַח and for guarding the targumim from bearing a crucifixion meaning in their usage of בָּלַח. Yet, there are reasons to remain unconvinced of his analysis.

First, an appeal to the later Aramaic dialects remains fruitful. What is interesting about the other Aramaic traditions is not simply that they use בָּלַח for “crucify” (and its nominal cognates for “crucifixion”), but that, in the semantic field of terms for crucifixion, בָּלַח is distinctive in several Middle Aramaic dialects for having the exclusive meaning of “crucifixion” while other crucifixion terms have broader semantic ranges.

For example, in Syriac both מָצַח and מַלַח can designate “to crucify,” with their corresponding nominal forms מַצְח and מַלְח designating the cross itself. However, while the semantic range of מַלַח appears focused on “crucify,” מָצַח can signify “erexit, suspendit, crucifixit; erexit se, horruit.”

Thus מָצַח appears to be a term that includes crucifixion within its semantic range (especially in the NT Peshiṭta), but that more broadly has to do with “lifting up” or “erecting.” In a similar way the verb מָצַח, while having a basic concept of suspendit, can in certain contexts signify crucifixit. In contrast, the nouns מַלַח and מַצְח are much closer to termini technici for the cross and for crucifixion, as is מַלַח for “to crucify.”


78 So R. Payne Smith, ed., Thesaurus, 1:1148–49 on מָצַח (also endorsing the further meanings “vocali Zekopho insignivit” and “ingruit mare, tempestas”). To this the supplement adds “to hold oneself erect, stand erect”; see J. P. Margoliouth, Supplement to the Thesaurus Syriacus of R. Payne Smith, S.T.P. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1927), 115. Brockelmann also has “erexit; crucifixit; and (intransitive) surrexit, horruit” (Lexicon Syriacum, 98).

79 So J. Payne Smith (Dictionary, 119) notes concerning מַלַח “in the N. T. crucified but in other books מַלַח is usual.”

80 R. Payne Smith, ed., Thesaurus, 2:4440–44. NT influence here is quite possible, especially given the usage (and potential subsequent influence) of the Ethpe’el in Gal 3:13 (אָמַס וָתָם אָמַס). However, remember that בָּלַח in Palestinian Jewish Aramaic can also be used in contexts of execution.

81 This concerns the noun מָצַח, not the passive participle of the same form. It may be due to connecting the participle and the noun in the same entry that Brockelmann remarks that, in addition to “cruci fixus” and “crux,” מָצַח can also function (apparently adjectively) to mean “erectus, altus” (Lexicon Syriacum, 98; citing the Benedictus edition of...
Similarly, Christian Palestinian Aramaic evidences a limited application of \( \textit{\text{ßlb}} \) and its nominal cognates to crucifixion, while \( \textit{\text{zqp}} \) is a more general term that can designate crucifixion in certain contexts.\(^{82}\) Also, in Mandaic the central definition given for \( \textit{\text{ßlb}} \) is “to crucify,” though \( \textit{\text{tla}} \) can likewise be legitimately used for human bodily suspension.\(^{83}\)

As these Aramaic dialects progressed, \( \textit{\text{ßlb}} \) was the Aramaic term already in use that presented itself as the most likely candidate for a technical term for crucifixion in Christian and Nasoraean literature. Other terms were also available that could mean crucifixion, but only \( \textit{\text{ßlb}} \) was the clear choice to bear such a focused meaning. Thus it is wholly possible that \( \textit{\text{ßlb}} \) may have had some proclivity to bearing crucifixion signification in other Aramaic dialects with which Syriac, Christian Palestinian Aramaic, and Mandaic were in contact, and from which they developed – including both Babylonian and Jewish Palestinian Aramaic, as well as their predecessors. It is this possibility that Baumgarten too quickly dismisses. Though the focus of this lexical analysis will be on synchronic evidence, such diachronic development might provide subsidiary support.\(^{84}\)

Second, it is worth re-emphasizing Halperin’s point that \( \textit{\text{blx}} \) is always only used in the targumim for human bodily suspension (rendering each time the Hebrew \( \textit{\text{hlt}} \)). In fact, \( \textit{\text{blx}} \) in rabbinic literature also only designates human bodily suspension (while its cognate nouns only speak either of the device on which such suspension occurs, or of the event itself). The only example that Baumgarten adduces to the contrary is from Halperin’s own admission that the Samaritan Targum uses \( \textit{\text{blx}} \) uniformly to translate \( \textit{\text{alt}} \), even in Deut 28:66. However, in Deut 28:66 a person’s “life” is in suspension before him, a metaphor that the Samaritan meturgeman could easily have sought to vividly render with bodily suspension terminology.\(^{85}\) In any case,

\(^{82}\) Fridericus Schulthess, ed., \textit{Lexicon Syropalaestinum} (Berlin: George Reimer, 1903), pp. 170–71 for \( \textit{\text{ßlb}} \); p. 57 for \( \textit{\text{zqp}} \) (noting \( \textit{nwtPQz} \) in Acts 2:23 refers to “crucifixistis”).

\(^{83}\) See E. S. Drower and R. Macuch, \textit{A Mandaic Dictionary} (Oxford: Clarendon, 1963), p. 395 for \( \textit{\text{blx}} \), p. 387 for \( \textit{\text{saliba}} \), and \( \textit{\text{tla}} \) on p. 487. Also in Mandaic, as in Syriac, \( \textit{\text{zqp}} \) can be used of setting up or erecting something, though Drower and Macuch do not note any uses of this term for human bodily suspension (169–70).

\(^{84}\) Such diachronic evidence against Baumgarten’s position is strengthened if the original derivation of \( \textit{\text{blx}} \) is from Assyrian \textit{\text{silbu}} (“a crosswise arrangement [of bandages or wood]”) as Baumgarten himself suggests (this was mentioned above); see Baumgarten, “TLH in the Temple Scroll,” 474.

\(^{85}\) Lack of good indices hampers an exhaustive search of Samaritan Aramaic and Hebrew. Some qualification may be in order to Halperin’s point, since the medieval Samaritan Aramaic-Arabic-Hebrew dictionary \( \textit{\text{Xylmh}} \) lists \( \textit{\text{blx}} \) as equivalent in meaning to the Hebrew.
the point remains that for rabbinic and Jewish targumic Aramaic, as well as for Rabbinic Hebrew, always speaks of human bodily suspension. This point is not at odds with Baumgarten, but it is crucial to understanding how functions.

Third, as Baumgarten himself admits (though without proper emphasis), there are many instances where and its cognates are clearly used to designate an act of crucifixion. Baumgarten lists two examples: \textit{t. Sanh. 9.7} and \textit{m. Ye'am. 16.3}. Halperin also notes the parallels to \textit{m. Ye'am. 16.3} [15c], where a matron can ransom the crucified man.

Furthermore, Halperin additionally lists the following instances of Hebrew: \textit{t. Git. 7(5):1}; \textit{y. Git. 7:1 [48c]}; \textit{b. Git. 70b} (a crucified man signals for a writ of divorce); \textit{m. Šabb. 6:10}; \textit{y. Šabb. 6:9 [8c]}; \textit{b. Šabb. 67a} (a nail used in crucifixion); \textit{m. Ohol. 3:5}; \textit{t. Ohol. 4:11}; \textit{b. Nid. 71b} (the dripping blood of a crucified person). To these add some of the Aramaic passages cited earlier in our discussion of Cohn’s work; and further passages will arise in later chapters of this book.

Fourth, Baumgarten unduly limits his study of the way in which ancient Jewish translations and interpreters rendered the use of in the Hebrew Bible. Having confined to “hanging” (by the neck), Baumgarten goes on to say that it is the normal targumic way of rendering . Indirectly he thus implies that the versional evidence would suggest only a “hanging” interpretation of in OT texts by Jewish translators. However, the full evidence indicates that at times Jewish translators understood more broadly. For example, the Septuagint of Esther uses \textit{staurō} to encapsulate the Hebrew (*hang him [Haman] on it,* i.e., on the tree; Esther 7:9).

Indeed, later Jewish renderings of the Esther narratives are replete with crucifixion terminology associated with the Hebrew phraseology as representing \textit{sehal, šaḥal, šala}, as well as \textit{šal} representing \textit{šaḥal}, \textit{šaḥal}, \textit{šala}; see Z. Ben-Hayyim, \textit{The Literary and Oral Tradition of Hebrew and Aramaic Amongst the Samaritans}, 5 vols. (Jerusalem: Bialik Institute, 1957–1977), 2:474, 597, 609. Also Macuch’s Aramaic grammar indicates an instance where the Ethpaal participle (מַעְלָה מִזְאוּר) signifies “wird verbrannt.”

Note that the victim must still be breathing (יֹאמֶר נָשָׂא מִזְאוּר); also cited with Tannaitic authority in \textit{y. Git. 7:1 [48c]}.

Especially note the rabbinic works analysed in chapter five, §§2 and 3 (including \textit{Šem. ii.11}, which assumes that the body decays until it is unrecognizable while being crucified – using \textit{םִלְמַדִּים}). Perhaps here it also should be noted that \textit{םִלְמַדִּים} is connected with Jesus’ crucifixion in the early medieval \textit{Midrash ha-Otot} version B – a fact that Figueras attributes in part to the crucifixion term \textit{םִלְמַדִּים} and in part due to the shape of the letter \textit{x}; Pau Figueras, “A Midrashic Interpretation of the Cross as a Symbol,” \textit{Studii Biblici Franciscani Liber Annuus} 30 (1980): 159–63 (dating the passage to the fourth–seventh centuries).

Baumgarten, \textit{“TLH in the Temple Scroll.”} 474.

The B-text (=LXX) reads \textit{Σταυρωθησε}. Cf. both the A and B texts of the “addition” E18 (= 16:18 = Rahlfs 8:129 = L 7:28). See below in chapter three.
When the Targumim on Esther then apply הבולע, a term that certainly can bear crucifixion associations, to render the Hebrew חלד, they are in good company. And a similar picture arises in reference to the suspension of the baker in Genesis 40:19 (יחד על עץ; cf. 40:22; 41:13). Both Josephus and Philo employ clear crucifixion terminology in interpreting this incident, while the targumim use הבולע. Thus, some ancient Jewish authors were fully comfortable designating “hanging on a tree” (and hence יחלד) at certain junctures with crucifixion terminology.

Fifth, Baumgarten’s distinction between halakhic and haggadic exegesis misses the point in his discussion of t. Sanh. 9.7. In that passage, Rabbi Meir compares Deut 21:23 to a story of two twin brothers, one of whom is crucified. Baumgarten, noting that this refers to a Roman crucifixion, contends that such a haggadic passage can “…hardly suffice to prove that in the legal exegesis of the time Deut. 21:22–23 was understood to refer to crucifixion.” This is true. The story of R. Meir, though occurring in a legal context, does not make a legal point. However, it does associate crucifixion with the hanged person (יהלד) of Deut 21. And thus it provides evidence that the Hebrew word יחלד (and especially יחלד in Deut 21:22–23) can be understood to designate crucifixion.

Sixth, some of Baumgarten’s notations of execution by hanging on a noose are ambiguous at best. The accounts of Simeon b. Shetah’s hanging eighty witches in Ashkelon have also been adduced as instances of crucifixion. In fact there are no textual markers that would signal strangulation on a noose in...
the texts referring to this event. Thus these texts, without more detailed
argumentation than Baumgarten provides, do not positively contribute to his
thesis that hanging on a noose, rather than crucifixion, was practiced in pre-
Mishnaic Judaism.96

Seventh, when Baumgarten follows Büchler in noting b. Sanh. 67a and 35a
as instances of hanging on a noose, he involuntarily weakens his thesis. In the
first passage, some have considered the Ben Stada narrative in b. Sanh. 67a to
be a covert reference to the crucifixion of Jesus of Nazareth (which may
explain its omission in the censored editions of the Talmud) – though this is
debated.97 In any case, the narrative sequence in the Talmudic manuscripts
that contain the passage implies that stoning preceded the hanging; thus it is
irrelevant to Baumgarten’s case for hanging on the noose as an early form of
strangulation.

In addition, the second Talmudic passage (b. Sanh. 34b–35a) defines
in Num 25:4 as הָשָׁם הָלֶנֶה ("hanging"), arguing this definition in part based on the
lexical connection with הָשָׁם הָלֶנֶה in 2 Sam 21:6 and the way Rizpah four
verses later in 2 Sam 21:10 defends the bodies of the slain from birds. Thus
the Talmud implies an extended time of “hanging” in the 2 Samuel passage
(as well as presumably in Num 25:4).98 But one of Baumgarten’s key argu-
ments is that הִנָּה in rabbinic (and Qumranic) thinking must refer to the
relatively quick hanging by a noose (in keeping with Deut 21:22–23), rather
than a long-term suspension (such as on a pole or cross) as we find suggested
in this Talmudic passage.

Eighth, the debate over the four means of execution acknowledged in
Targum Ruth 1:17 permits an alternate interpretation to that of Baumgarten.
So Halperin in fact contended that the phrase כְּפָאָה לַאְרֹב in this Targum is a
reference to crucifixion.99 As noted above, Baumgarten makes reference to a
single manuscript (MS De Rossi 31) that reads כְּפָאָה לַאְרֹב ("and the stran-
gulation of the scarf") in agreement with the Mishnaic halakhah, thus
suggesting to him that כְּפָאָה לַאְרֹב was just an alternative means of strangu-
lation. However, apart from the scant support, internal criteria would suggest
that this one manuscript is actually seeking to bring the Targum back into
agreement with the Mishnah (or at least back into agreement with Ruth
Rabbah 2:24 [on Ruth 1:17] which reads כְּפָאָה). Perhaps this manuscript even

96 A similar point could be made regarding the Sifre Num. 131 citation in Baumgarten,
"TLH in the Temple Scroll," 476n.
97 Travers Herford defends the identification with Jesus in R. Travers Herford,
Christianity in Talmud and Midrash (London: Williams & Norgate, 1903), 79–83 (cf. 37–41;
344–47).
98 So the footnote in the Soncino Hebrew-English Edition of the Babylonian Talmud on
b. Sanh. 35a infers that, since Rizpah protected the bodies from birds of prey, “They must
have been hanged on trees.”
testifies to the discomfort felt by its scribal circle in acknowledging יֵשָׁבָה כּוֹסָה as a viable means of execution.

Baumgarten also appears to argue that the very fact that in Targum Ruth יֵשָׁבָה כּוֹסָה is in the place of strangulation in the standard rabbinic list implies that יֵשָׁבָה כּוֹסָה was a mere variant form of strangulation (via suspension from a noose), dating back to a time before the sanctioned rabbinic method (via a padded rope pulled by the two witnesses, as described in m. Sanh. 7:3) was universally applied. However, if the tradition in the Targum Ruth passage is earlier than the Mishnaic legislation (as Heinemann maintained), then it is possible that it doesn’t represent a mere variation on the idea of strangulation, but a completely different penalty altogether. This is not to imply that the whole of Targum Ruth is pre-Mishnaic, only certain traditions contained in it. To state this another way: If Baumgarten finds in Targum Ruth an exception to the standard means of rabbinic strangulation (possibly predating the later codification), then similar arguments also favour it being viewed as an exception to the standard list itself – the difference is a matter of degree in how great an exception Tg. Ruth 1:17 appears to the scholar. All this is to say that there are alternatives to Baumgarten’s suggestion that he has not adequately countered, and thus Tg. Ruth cannot provide indisputable evidence that hanging on a noose, and not crucifixion, was practiced in the pre-Mishnaic period.

Ninth, the phrase “hanging alive” in the Nahum Pesher and in the Sifre on Deuteronomy may not be the only means of expressing crucifixion with יָדוֹג in ancient Judaism. While יָדוֹג in these two texts may have been added for emphasis (the suspended victim is alive), it may not be required in talking about crucifixion with יָדוֹג. So in Sifre Deut. 221 the emphasis on suspension of the “living” person helps set off the point that the sequence in the biblical text speaks of death first and then hanging. Its use in 4QpNah likewise seems emphatic on the living status of the suspended victims. On the other hand, the author/redactor of 11QTemple may not have felt the need to emphasize that the person suspended was “alive,” since the word order alone was sufficient for this. Certainly, one cannot infer (as Baumgarten apparently does) from the adjectival use of יָדוֹג an extensive time of suspension unto death as opposed to an immediate one – יָדוֹג in this context does not speak of the extent of time one spends alive hung on a tree, but emphasizes the fact that one is alive when suspended.

101 Thus Baumgarten says of the word “alive” in 4QpNah and Sifre Deut that it “demonstrates that יָדוֹג by itself did not signify impalement on a cross, but a form of execution resulting in immediate death.” Baumgarten, “TLH in the Temple Scroll,” 478 (italics mine).
When combined, all nine objections to Baumgarten’s thesis indicate that הָלַת could be understood in the Second Temple period as a designation for crucifixion – even “by itself” without the emphasis added by “alive.” Also הֶלְצָב bears strong crucifixion associations in both Hebrew and Aramaic.

However, listing objections to Baumgarten’s argumentation does not necessitate wholehearted agreement with Halperin, who contends that the “primary meaning” of הֶלְצָב is “to crucify” and that it was never used of hanging by the neck. Several cautions are worth noting.

Some targumic passages utilize הָלַת (and its cognates) in a word order implying that the person is already dead prior to suspension. And this fact is enough to call into question whether “crucifixion” (in the English sense of the word as a means of producing death) is the “primary” meaning of הֶלְצָב. If הֶלְצָב had inevitably referred to “crucifixion”, then why not use another Aramaic term (e.g., אָלַת or פָּצְת) in passages where the person is dead before suspension? Rather, it appears that the semantic range of הָלַת was broad enough to include both the bodily suspension of the dead and the living.

Also, the one text Halperin cites for הָלַת occasionally replacing הֶלְצָב with the meaning “crucify” (t. Sanh. 9:7 to b. Sanh. 46b) may not be a linear passing of tradition from the Tosefta to the Bavli (with a conscious supplanting of הֶלְצָב with הָלַת), for the traditions may have come from common stock (see chapter 3, §4.7 below). Halperin’s argument is possible, but not lock tight.

Furthermore, as Baumgarten notes, the story of Jakim of Zeroroth, who (while employing all official means of execution upon himself) hangs himself from a pole to produce strangulation (Gen. Rab. 65:22; Midr. Psa. 11:7), does seem to allow that הָלַת in this passage (and hanging by the neck) could be seen as the equivalent of strangulation – at least in this remarkable suicide. Also, though we have opposed Baumgarten’s lexical arguments, his understanding of the Ruth Targum is well worth considering in more detail, as are his two suggested reconstructions of 4QpNah and some of the broader points he makes on 11QTemple.

In summary, although הָלַת does not only signify “to crucify,” it does frequently bear strong crucifixion implications. Certainly הֶלְצָב is a term devoted to describing the penal suspension of the human body (either living or dead) in the context of execution. Beyond that, the actual means of suspension (and the timing of it in relation to death) may be signaled by the literary context of any one occurrence. Where not signaled, likely the ancient audience would come to its own conclusions – undoubtedly influenced by a

102 See Tg. Onq., Tg. Neof., and especially Tg. Ps.-J. on Deut 21:22; Tg. Josh. 10:26; possibly also Tg. Ps.-J. Lev. 24:23. Halperin also admits this much.

103 That is to say, Halperin’s concept (“Crucifixion,” 39) of the Hebrew Bible “restricting” the meturgeman, who is unable to “compose freely,” makes scant linguistic sense. A competent meturgeman had other Aramaic options, and thus had the power of lexical choice.
social world in which they witnessed frequent governmental employment of crucifixion.

In this regard, הַלְּנָה and its cognates function semantically in some ways similar to the Greek semantic field of (ἀγωνίας)αυτοφόρος and its cognates. Both terms convey a technical sense of “bodily suspension” in contexts of execution (though ἀγωνίαςαυτοφόρος, unlike הַלְּנָה, can at times be employed in other broader contexts). Both terms can convey the bodily suspension of the living (including what is usually meant by “crucifixion” in English) and of the dead. Certainly, such words can designate crucifixion in the right context. Yet, more importantly, such Greek, Hebrew and Aramaic vocabulary appear to indicate that “crucifixion” was terminologically associated in antiquity with a broader field of penalties that involved penal bodily suspension.

Concerning הַלְּנָה, the basic meaning of the term is clearly “to hang,” but in certain contexts it can speak of the suspension of humans (both before and after death). It is unwarranted to claim that הַלְּנָה cannot be used of crucifixion unless it is joined with יה. Rather, some of the examples cited above show that, at least by the Second Temple period, biblical passages using הַלְּנָה could be understood to refer to crucifixion. Thus הַלְּנָה by itself may be understood in certain contexts (and possibly in certain communities) to bear crucifixion associations.

2.3.2 Aramaic ZQP

An important passage in the Babylonian Talmud records that Rabbi Eleazar ben Simeon, in collusion with the Roman authorities, sent a man to the cross (b. B. Meś. 83b). This text uses both the verb פָּשַׁל and its cognate noun: יָחָה חַפַּל אָפּוּג אֶלֶּקֶק – “They hung him [the suspected thief] up. He [R. Eleazar] stood under the pole and wept.” That this represents an act of crucifixion is made highly probable by both the fact that the arrested man was thought to be a thief, and that a Roman execution penalty is involved.

Halperin argues that “the Aramaic of the Babylonian Talmud uses zeqaf for crucifixion instead of selab.” As he notes, though הַלְּנָה is present in Hebrew sections of the Bavli, הַלְּנָה can designate the bodily suspension of a person, and its cognate אֲפִיָּל (also אִפָּל) can indicate the pole upon which one is suspended, the hanged person, or the suspension itself. These terms also occur in contexts of execution outside the Bavli.

---

104 On the crucifixion of thieves and brigands see chapter five, §2; also note the discussion of this episode in chapter two, §3.7.2.
105 D. J. Halperin, “Crucifixion,” 38n.
106 See Jastrow, Dictionary, s.v. Uses of both הַלְּנָה and אֲפִיָּל in reference to execution include: b. Meg. 16b (sons of Haman); b. Meś 59b (“if there is a case of hanging in a family record” – this contains a possible double entendre with crucifixion and suspension of a
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However, it is necessary to qualify the above by noting that the vast majority of instances of פֶּזֶר in the Bavli are more mundane – referring to the elevation, erection, or suspension of some other object. And likewise פֶּזֶר can also speak generally of something erect or upright. Thus it is better to conceive of פֶּזֶר in a relation of hyponymy with פֶּזְר rather than in one of synonymy. While פֶּזְר can be used in contexts of execution, and may even clearly refer in those contexts to an act of crucifixion, its semantic range is actually fairly broad. On the other hand, בֵּית קְצֵר in extant Jewish literature invariably refers to the penal suspension of a human body. Interestingly, as noted above, a similar hyponymous relationship exists between סְלָב and כַּפָּר both in Syriac and in Christian Palestinian Aramaic.

Finally, the one biblical use of the Aramaic כַּפָּר should be mentioned (Ezra 6:11; RSV: “a beam shall be pulled out of his house, and he shall be impaled upon it”). The complexities involved in interpreting this verse, especially in the relationship between כַּפָּר and נְאֵם in לְאָקָק כַּפָּר נְאֵם, are analyzed below in chapter three.

2.3.3 Notes on the Hebrew יָקָט

One final term worthy of study is the Hebrew יָקָט. According to the Masoretic pointing of the Hebrew Bible it occurs four times in the Qal, thrice in the Hiphil, and once in the Hophal. Only those occurrences in the so-called “causative” binyanim (Hiphil & Hophal) seem to refer to execution. However, the manner of execution employed in these instances is a matter of some debate among contemporary lexicographers.

Among the major lexicons, Koehler-Baumgartner glosses the meaning as “to display with broken legs and arms,” while Alonso Schoekel implies that the execution was by some form of impalement or suspension (“Empalar, fish). Also see פֶּזְר in b. ‘Abod. Zar. 18b (the government is about to crucify a warden). Both BDB (new ed., p. 279) and KB (פֶּזְר, s.v.) suggest that פֶּזְר is related to Assyrian zaqāpu, which includes the impaling of a person among its more basic meanings of erecting, planting or lifting up something (see CAD 21, pp. 51–55; also note zaqāpu on p. 58).

107 E.g., Tg. 1 Chron. 10:10 (of Saul’s head; פֶּזְר וֹלַק הַר פֶּזְר); Tg. Esth II 2:7 (Haman affixed to the פֶּזְר). And see פֶּזְר in Tg. Esth I 7:9; 9:13 (also note 3:2 in MS Paris 110; and cf. Tg. Esth I 5:14, though there the wooden post is being erected).

108 As mentioned earlier, it is possible that Samaritan Aramaic may present an occasional exception, but even these are debatable.

109 Hebrew פֶּזְר is testified with the idea of “raising up” in Psa 145:14; 146:8.
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colgar, ajusticiar”). On the other hand, Brown-Driver-Briggs is content to admit that the meaning of this “solemn form of execution” is uncertain.

In favour of the Koehler-Baumgartner translation is the relationship of the Hiphil of oqy as the causative form of the Qal, especially as the Qal is represented in Genesis 32:36 (Jacob’s thigh is “dislocated”). Thus, one could argue that such an execution (employing Hiphil of oqy) likely involved causing the person’s limbs to be dislocated. However, this does not fully explain the Koehler-Baumgartner idea of “displaying” such a dismembered person. Other etymological explanations draw on Arabic parallels to either waqa’a or naqa’a; but the range of meanings of the Arabic words, especially when examining waqa’a, calls for some caution.

112 Luis Alonso Schoekel, Diccionario Bíblico hebreo-español (Valencia: Institución San Jerónimo, 1990–1993), 305–6. Modern Hebrew can also apply oqwh to mean “expose, stigmatize, condemn, arraign; hang, impale, crucify” (see Alcalay, Hebrew-English Dictionary, s.v).


115 For waqa’a see KB, s.v. המ, For naqa’a (with the meaning “to split, rend” and specifically “to cut the throat of”) note Polzin, “HWQY.” 232. Polzin makes too much of an Arabic sacrificial custom. Similarly, one might doubt W. R. Smith’s suggestion that an Arabic etymology proves the method employed was casting from a cliff; see William Robertson Smith, Lectures on the Religions of the Semities, 3rd ed. (London: A. & C. Black, 1927), 419; and see Gray’s comments to the contrary in George Buchanan Gray, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on Numbers, ICC (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1903), 383.
The contexts of the four executionary uses of יָטָה in the Hebrew Bible provide crucial data for understanding the verb. In Numbers 25:4, Moses, confronting a time when Israelite religious loyalty was being swayed by Moabite women, is instructed to summon the leaders of Israel and then “execute them” (.broadcast מַדְּבַר מִדָּבַר) “before the Lord, opposite the sun” (בּוֹדָה בּוֹדָה). Clearly the executions involve a public dimension (possibly involving prolonged exposure). Some have argued for an additional cultic dimension based on יָטָה (“before the Lord”). Others see a more covenantal context. In Numbers 25:5, the narrative continues with Moses instructing people to slay (יִסְתַּלֶּשׁ) those who are thus joined to Baal Peor. Thus there is fairly strong evidence of a paradigmatic relationship between יָטָה and יָטָה, confirming the executionary aspect of יָטָה. The narrative continues when Phinehas immediately follows Moses’ command by spearing Zimri and his Midianite wife Cozbi in their tent – the terms being used are: יִשְׁלַק (“smite”) and יָטָה (“pierce”; with his spear [יָטָה] and through the belly [יָטָה]). That Phinehas’ used a spear in executing Zimri may reflect assumptions that impalement satisfies the command of יָטָה in Num 25:4. However, there is already at least one significant discontinuity in the Phinehas narrative vis-à-vis 25:4 – Phinehas slays Zimri inside a tent and 25:4 implies a public venue.

The other biblical narrative that uses the Hiphil and Hophal of יָטָה is in 2 Samuel 21:1–14. In 2 Samuel 21:9 it is said that the seven sons of Saul are executed “on the mountain, before the Lord” (יָטָה בְּרֵאשֵׁית לְעָלֵמִי). Again public connotations are strong in the executionary form, and the cultic or covenantal overtones may be present here as well. Also in 21:9 the enumeration of the dead follows with standard wording (יִפְתַּח וּמָטַת), and the seven are described as “put to death” (יִפְתַּח וּמָטַת). Most interesting is how they are

116 The Samaritan Pentateuch has apparently harmonized 25:4 with 25:5 and removed the difficult term יָטָה; see Alison Salvesen, Symmachus in the Pentateuch, JSS Monograph 15 (Manchester: University of Manchester, 1991), 138.
117 Mentioned in Theodor Nöldeke, Neue Beiträge zur semitischen Sprachwissenschaft (Strassburg: Karl J. Trübner, 1910), 198n. The cultic idea forms the central thesis of A. S. Kapelrud, “King and Fertility,” 113–22. That these people were given over to the Lord (as in the ban) has been affirmed by Timothy R. Ashley, The Book of Numbers, NICOT (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1993), 518. Milgrom contends that, while יָטָה יָטָה implies a ritual at the sanctuary, יָטָה יָטָה indicates a “nonritualistic dedication to the Lord outside the sanctuary”; see Jacob Milgrom, Numbers, JPS Torah Commentary (Philadelphia: Jewish Publication Society, 1990), 213.
119 Some hold Numbers 25:4 & 25:5 to come from different sources. Nonetheless, Second Temple readers of the narrative as it now stands would naturally draw a connection between the executionary terms in the two verses; and, if they are from separate sources, the editor likely also made such a connection. Similar points could be made throughout this paragraph.
120 Qere יָטָה יָטָה. For this use of יָטָה see 1 Sam 4:10 and note BDB, p. 657 (§2a).